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Optically pumped magnetometers (OPMs) are an emerging lightweight and compact sensor that can measure 

magnetic fields generated by the human brain. OPMs enable construction of wearable magnetoencephalography 

(MEG) systems, which offer advantages over conventional instrumentation. However, when trying to measure 

signals at low frequency, higher levels of inherent sensor noise, magnetic interference and movement artefact 

introduce a significant challenge. Accurate characterisation of low frequency brain signals is important for neu- 

roscientific, clinical, and paediatric MEG applications and consequently, demonstrating the viability of OPMs in 

this area is critical. Here, we undertake measurement of theta band (4–8 Hz) neural oscillations and contrast 

a newly developed 174 channel triaxial wearable OPM-MEG system with conventional (cryogenic-MEG) instru- 

mentation. Our results show that visual steady state responses at 4 Hz, 6 Hz and 8 Hz can be recorded using 

OPM-MEG with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that is not significantly different to conventional MEG. Moreover, 

we measure frontal midline theta oscillations during a 2-back working memory task, again demonstrating com- 

parable SNR for both systems. We show that individual differences in both the amplitude and spatial signature 

of induced frontal-midline theta responses are maintained across systems. Finally, we show that our OPM-MEG 

results could not have been achieved without a triaxial sensor array, or the use of postprocessing techniques. Our 

results demonstrate the viability of OPMs for characterising theta oscillations and add weight to the argument 

that OPMs can replace cryogenic sensors as the fundamental building block of MEG systems. 
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. Introduction 

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) enables non-invasive assessment of

uman brain electrophysiology via the measurement of magnetic fields

enerated by neural current flow ( Cohen, 1968 ). MEG is a powerful

eans to investigate brain function, providing millisecond temporal

esolution and millimetre spatial precision. It is a well-established re-

earch tool ( Baillet, 2017 ) and has important clinical roles, particularly

n epilepsy ( Rampp et al., 2019 ). However, the neuromagnetic field is

xtremely low amplitude (100 fT – 10 pT) and this makes engineering

 MEG system challenging. Conventional MEG systems employ super-

onducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs), which can detect

agnetic fields at the fT level ( Hamalainen et al., 1993 ). However, most

QUIDs require cryogenic cooling to liquid helium temperature, and this

rings about significant limitations: for example, to provide thermal pro-

ection to the participant, sensors must be held at some distance from the
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calp, limiting sensitivity and spatial resolution. Additionally, the sensor

rray is fixed rigidly within a one-size-fits-all helmet which is typically

uilt for adults, meaning data collection in people with smaller heads

e.g. infants) is challenging. Movement relative to the static sensors af-

ects the accuracy of neuronal source reconstructions, and so subjects

ust remain still for long periods. Finally, the complex nature of the in-

trumentation makes MEG systems expensive to purchase and operate.

or these reasons, the utility and uptake of MEG has been limited. 

In recent years, MEG instrumentation has seen a fundamental change

ith the introduction of optically pumped magnetometers (OPMs).

PMs are small and lightweight magnetic field sensors that offer sim-

lar sensitivity to SQUID, but without the need for cryogenic cooling

for a review see ( Brookes et al., 2022 )). OPMs can be placed within

 few millimetres of the scalp surface, decreasing source to sensor dis-

ance, thereby increasing the signal strength and spatial resolution ( Boto

t al., 2016 ; Boto et al., 2017 ; Iivanainen et al., 2017 ). Sensors can be
and Astronomy, University of Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham NG7 
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ounted in a helmet and so move with the subject, meaning that – as-

uming background magnetic fields are controlled ( Holmes et al., 2018 ;

olmes et al., 2019 ) – subjects can move during a scan ( Boto et al.,

018 ). Helmets can adapt to fit any head size/shape meaning systems

an have lifespan compliance ( Boto et al., 2022 ; Hill et al., 2019 ). Also,

ecause they do not require complex cryogenic infrastructure, OPM-

ased systems are simpler to site, maintain and operate than conven-

ional instrumentation. MEG based on OPMs (OPM-MEG) therefore has

xciting potential as a research and clinical tool, enabling new types

f neuroscientific experimentation in naturally moving subjects, and in

ohorts – particularly infants – who find conventional imaging systems

ard to tolerate. 

Despite the promise, OPM-MEG remains nascent technology and has

ome disadvantages over SQUID based instrumentation. One notable

imitation is sensitivity to low frequency oscillations. Low frequency

eural oscillations are extremely important neurophysiological markers:

or example, in healthy adults, theta (4 – 8 Hz) oscillations are mea-

urable from both the hippocampus ( Barry et al., 2019 ; Tierney et al.,

021b ) and the cortex ( Jensen and Tesche, 2002 ; Onton et al., 2005 ),

ith the former related to tasks such as memory and navigation, and the

atter associated with cognitive processing. In clinical research and prac-

ice, an excess of low frequency neural oscillations at rest in adults (also

ermed cortical slowing) is a well-established marker of disease with

xamples including Alzheimer’s ( Jeong, 2004 ) and Parkinson’s disease

 Stoffers et al., 2007 ). In infants and children, there is a general shift of

scillatory activity towards lower frequencies at younger age – for exam-

le, the alpha peak frequency is shifted to lower frequency in children

ompared to adults ( Miskovic et al., 2015 ) and there is a trend of de-

reasing theta power, and increasing alpha power, with age ( Hunt et al.,

019 ). These examples show the critical importance of high-fidelity low

requency measurement. Consequently, any viable OPM-MEG system

ust be capable of accurately characterising such activity. 

The challenge in detecting low frequency activity with OPM-MEG

rises due to three separate effects. Firstly, the inherent noise level of

n OPM begins to increase at low frequencies ( Boto et al., 2022 ). There

re several reasons for this in the current generation of commercial

PMs, including the presence of magnetic impurities in the materials

rom which the sensor is made, and cross-talk with feedback loops for

he vapour cell and laser temperature stabilization, which in turn lead

o fluctuations in the sensor output. Second, all MEG installations are

oused inside a magnetically shielded enclosure (MSE), typically con-

tructed from multiple layers of high magnetic permeability and high

lectrical conductivity metal. The former reduces low frequency inter-

erence, and the latter attenuates high frequency magnetic fields. Such

hielding techniques are well established; however the shielding of low

requency ( < 10 Hz) variations in magnetic field at the scale factors

ssociated with MSEs designed for human measurements is challeng-

ng ( Hill et al., 2022 ; Holmes et al., 2022 ), meaning higher interfer-

nce at lower frequencies. Whilst this is also true for conventional MEG

ystems, SQUID-based sensors often measure magnetic field gradient,

hereas OPMs measure the field itself, and the latter is influenced more

y distant sources of interference. Finally, unlike SQUIDs, OPMs move

ith the head. Although this is a major advantage, if there is any rem-

ant (temporally static) background field inside the MSE then sensors

see’ a changing magnetic field as they move. Since head movement is

ore likely to occur at low frequencies, this again disproportionately

ncreases low frequency interference. In sum, the combined effect of in-

erent sensor noise, low frequency interference from the environment,

nd head movement make imaging low frequency effects with OPM-

EG a significant challenge. 

Despite the difficulties, nascent evidence suggests that it should be

ossible to measure low frequency effects using wearable OPM-MEG.

or example in a recent study, OPM measurements in unconstrained

ubjects reliably detected neural oscillations in the theta band, which

ocalised to the hippocampus ( Barry et al., 2019 ; Tierney et al., 2021b )

uring a task involving imagination of novel scenes. In addition, in a
2 
tudy on cortical tracking of speech in unconstrained subjects, the au-

hors concluded that OPM-MEG is able to successfully measure brain

ctivity at frequencies of 4 Hz and below ( De Lange et al., 2021 ). How-

ver, at the time of writing there is yet to be a direct comparison of

esults from SQUID and OPM-MEG, when measuring low frequency neu-

al oscillations. In this paper, we employ two tasks – a 4 – 8 Hz flashing

isual stimulus, and an N-back (2-back) working memory task, both of

hich elicit neural effects in the theta band. Both tasks were carried out

y the same 14 participants using SQUID and OPM-based MEG instru-

entation and we make a quantitative comparison of the results. We

est two hypotheses: first, if background magnetic field is controlled ap-

ropriately ( Rea et al., 2021 ) and interference rejection methodologies

sed effectively, the SNR of OPM-based measures of theta activity will

e comparable to that of SQUID-based metrics. Second, we hypothe-

ised that individual differences in the electrophysiological signature of

rontal midline theta oscillations would be preserved between the two

canners. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Subjects and experimental paradigms 

Fourteen participants took part in the study (age range 27 ± 3; 8

dentified as male, 6 as female). Each subject underwent two separate

EG recording sessions, with data collected by either OPM-MEG or

QUID-MEG. The order of these sessions was alternated (eight partic-

pants underwent OPM-MEG scans first; six participants were scanned

rst in the SQUID-MEG). The average time between sessions was 19 ± 10

ays (mean ± standard deviation). In addition to MEG data, volumetric

natomical magnetic resonance images were acquired for each partici-

ant using a Philips Ingenia 3 T system running an MPRAGE sequence,

ith 1 mm isotropic spatial resolution. These anatomical images were

sed for subsequent coregistration between brain anatomy and the MEG

ensor array geometries. All participants provided written informed con-

ent prior to scanning, and the study was approved by the University of

ottingham’s Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences Research Ethics

ommittee. A single scanning session comprised two experiments: 

• Visual task: Participants passively viewed a visual stimulus – a

green square on a black background, flashing at either 4 Hz, 6 Hz or

8 Hz. The stimulus was presented in the lower right quadrant of the

participant’s field of view, subtending a visual angle of ∼5° Stimu-

lation was presented for 2 s, followed by 2 s rest period. This was

repeated 120 times; with 40 trials for each frequency presented in

pseudorandom order. The participant was asked to focus on a fixa-

tion cross at the centre of the screen throughout the recording, which

lasted for 480 s. (See Fig. 1 A.) 
• 2-back task: A single trial comprised 20 s of letter presentations on a

screen (vertical visual angle ∼3°). One letter was shown every 2 s and

was visible for 1 s (i.e. the gap between letters was 1 s). Participants

were asked to press a button using their right index finger when the

current letter matched that presented two letters previously (i.e., for

a sequence of letters running ‘F’ ‘H’ ‘E’ ‘F’ ‘E’ ‘D’ subjects should press

the button at the presentation of the second ‘E’). 20 s of ‘2-back’ was

followed by 20 s of rest ( Coleman et al., 2023 ), where participants

were asked to focus on a central fixation dot on the screen. This

was repeated for 25 trials, making the experimental duration 1000s.

Similar 2-back tasks are well known to elicit frontal midline theta

activity ( Brookes et al., 2011 ). (See Fig. 1 B.) 

Both paradigms were presented using back projection through a

aveguide in the MSE onto a screen placed ∼80 cm in front of the partic-

pant in the OPM-MEG system, and ∼95 cm in the SQUID-MEG system.

n Optoma HD39 Darbee projector with a refresh rate of 120 Hz was

sed to display the stimuli for both the OPM and SQUID recordings. A

hotodiode was attached to the screen at the location of the flashing

quare to monitor timings of the visual task. The timings of the letter
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Fig. 1. Paradigms – A) the visual task; B) the 

2-back task. 

Fig. 2. System overviews – A) OPM-MEG system; B) SQUID-MEG system; C) Distance from the scalp to the sensors for each participant, for both systems. Data 

points show values for all sensors; lines show the mean. 
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resentations for the 2-back task were marked in the MEG data via trig-

ers passed to the acquisition system using a parallel port. Subject re-

ponses to the 2-back paradigm were recorded using a fORP 4-button

bre optic response pad (Cambridge Research Systems Ltd.). This en-

bled measurement of correct/incorrect responses as well as reaction

imes. 

.2. OPM-MEG system details and data collection 

.2.1. System overview 

The OPM-MEG system (See Fig. 2 A) comprised 174 channels (58 tri-

xial OPM sensors (QuSpin Inc., Boulder, CO, USA)). The sensors were
3 
istributed uniformly across a rigid additively manufactured adult hel-

et (Cerca Magnetics, Nottingham, UK) providing whole-head cover-

ge. The outputs of each OPM channel were fed into a National Instru-

ents digital acquisition system (DAQ) and were sampled at 1200 Hz. A

urther 4 ‘reference’ OPMs (QuSpin Inc., Boulder, CO, USA) were placed

mmediately behind the subject to sample the background magnetic

eld. The system was housed in an OPM-optimised MSE (Cerca Mag-

etics Limited, Nottingham, UK) equipped with a bi-planar coil, which

urrounded the subject and was capable of active field control (Cerca

agnetics Limited, Nottingham, UK). The room also housed a 6-camera

otion tracking system (OptiTrack Flex 13, NaturalPoint Inc., Corval-

is, Oregon, USA), which was used to monitor subject movement via
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nfrared (IR) markers on the helmet and bi-planar coils. OPM control,

ata acquisition, and coil outputs were controlled using LabView (NI,

ustin, Texas, USA) on a single ‘acquisition’ PC, whilst the stimuli and

racking cameras were controlled by a second ‘stimulus’ PC. ‘Triggers’

elineating the timing of events throughout the experimental paradigms

ere sent from the stimulus PC to the DAQ and were recorded alongside

he MEG data. 

.2.2. Precision magnetic field control 

Rotation of an OPM through a static uniform magnetic field, or

quivalently translation in a magnetic field gradient, results in a change

n the measured magnetic field. At worst, these field changes can be so

arge that they cause non-linear changes in sensor gain, errors in sen-

itive orientation, and cross axis projection errors (CAPE), prohibiting

ccurate source reconstructions ( Borna et al., 2022 ; Rea et al., 2021 ;

olmes et al., 2022 ). To avoid this, the background field over the ar-

ay should be kept at < ± 1 nT ( Borna et al., 2022 ), ensuring OPMs pro-

ide reliable magnetic field measurements in the presence of movement.

owever, even at this low field, measured changes due to movement

whilst accurately sampled) can still be larger than the neuronal sig-

als of interest. This is a particular problem at low frequencies, where

ovement often manifests. It is therefore essential that the background

agnetic field be as low as possible if the subject’s head is to be uncon-

trained. 

Our system is housed inside an OPM-optimised MSE (Cerca Magnet-

cs Limited, Nottingham, UK) equipped with a system for demagneti-

ation of the inner mu-metal layers. Demagnetisation typically leaves a

agnetic field inside the MSE of ∼ 3 nT – too high for effective OPM op-

ration with unconstrained subjects. To further reduce this field, active

agnetic field control was employed using the bi-planar coils. The bi-

lanar coil system is capable of generating the three uniform field com-

onents, and the five independent linear gradient fields, within a volume

f ∼ 0.4 × 0.4 × 0.4 m 

3 enclosing the participant’s head ( Holmes et al.,

019 ). Nulling the background field in this volume thus allows head

ovements from a seated position. Here, the coil was used in two ways –

rstly, our reference array of dual-axis OPM sensors (QuSpin Gen 1 sen-

ors) was used to estimate the low frequency ( < 3 Hz) temporal changes

n the spatially uniform and gradient background magnetic fields (e.g.

ow frequency drifts caused by passing vehicles); such changes were fed

ack to the coil, which outputs an equal and opposite field to provide

emporal stability ( Holmes et al., 2019 ). Having stabilised the field in

ime, the remnant temporally static field was corrected via a nulling

rocess first described by Rea et al. ( Rea et al., 2021 ). Briefly, a series

f head movements were performed by the participant and the transla-

ion and rotation of 5 triaxial OPMs in the helmet were captured using

ptical tracking. The measured field changes generated by movements

f the same sensors were simultaneously recorded, combined with the

ovement data, and fitted to a spherical harmonic model to determine

he static background field and field gradients present in the vicinity

f the head. The coil was then used to offset these fields. The entire

rocess can be repeated to improve performance. This technique has

een shown to cancel remnant fields to < 300 pT. Here, unlike previ-

us demonstrations of this technique ( Rea et al., 2021 ; Holmes et al.,

022 ; Rea et al., 2022 ), rather than starting with the raw field follow-

ng demagnetisation, an initial estimate of the background field (based

n past studies) was used, and estimated currents were applied to the

oils before the nulling procedure took place. Thus, the starting field

as expected to be lower than the ∼3 nT typically observed. This proce-

ure (see also Fig. 3 A), which takes approximately 5 mins, was carried

ut for all participants. 

.2.3. OPM-MEG data collection 

The 3D printed helmet containing the OPMs was available in several

izes; prior to scanning, the subjects head circumference was measured,

nd the best-fitting helmet was selected and populated with OPMs. At

he start of each scanning session, a 60 s “noise ” recording was acquired
4 
ith no subject present in the room, to assess levels of background in-

erference and identify any problems with the system. Following this,

ubjects were seated comfortably on a patient support within the MSE,

nd the helmet was placed on their head. All subjects were completely

ree to move during the scan (though they were not specifically asked to

o so). Once seated, the degaussing and remnant magnetic field nulling

rocedures were carried out. Following this, MEG data were recorded

uring the two paradigms. In addition, the experiment was also run once

ith no subject present, to obtain an empty room noise recording with

quivalent duration to subject data. 

To spatially coregister the MEG data to the anatomical MRI, two 3D

igitisations of each participant’s head were acquired using an optical

maging system (Einscan H, SHINING 3D, Hangzhou, China). The first

ith the helmet on (to measure helmet position relative to the face)

nd the second with the helmet removed and a swimming cap used to

atten hair (to obtain an estimate of the whole head shape, including

he scalp surface). A 3D surface representing the face and scalp was also

xtracted from the anatomical MRI scan. Coregistration was achieved

ia a 3-step process: 1) The two optical digitisations were segmented,

eaving only points around the face, and were aligned to each other. 2)

he second optical digitisation (with the helmet removed) was aligned

o the surface extracted from the MRI. Combining steps 1 and 2 provided

nowledge of the helmet position relative to the brain. 3) The locations

nd orientations of the OPMs relative to the helmet – known from the

D printing process – were added, providing a complete coregistration

f sensor position and orientation relative to the brain anatomy. This

echnique has been successfully used in previous work ( Zetter et al.,

019 ; Hill et al., 2020 ). This final coregistration was subsequently used

o enable forward modelling of the magnetic field generated by current

ipoles in the brain. 

.3. SQUID system data collection 

SQUID-MEG data were acquired using a 275-channel CTF system

CTF, Canada) in third-order synthetic gradiometer configuration, with

 sampling frequency of 1200 Hz for the visual task, and 600 Hz for

he working memory task (see also Fig. 2 B). The SQUID-MEG system

s housed in a MSE (Vacuumschmelze, Hanau, Germany) to reduce the

ffects of external interference. As with all conventional MEG record-

ngs, the subjects were asked to remain still throughout data acquisi-

ion. Prior to entering the scanner, three head position indicator (HPI)

oils were placed on the subject’s head, and their locations inside the

EG helmet were tracked continuously throughout both experimental

ecordings. Motion greater than 5 mm was considered prohibitive, and

ata were discarded. 

Following the experiment, a 3D digitiser (Polhemus, Colchester, Ver-

ont, USA) was used to measure the location of the HPI coils relative to

he head. The digitised surface was then fitted to the equivalent surface

xtracted from the anatomical MRI. This enabled coregistration of the

EG sensor geometry to brain anatomy. Note that this technique was

elected (over the optical approach used for OPMs) as it represents a

standard ” means to enable coregistration with conventional MEG. 

Following coregistration the distance from all sensors to the closest

oint on the scalp surface was measured. This was carried out for both

he SQUID and OPM systems and results are shown in Fig. 2 C. Notice

hat the OPM system gets sensors significantly closer to the head as ex-

ected. 

.4. Data analysis 

All analyses were conducted in Matlab (MathWorks Inc.). 

.4.1. Pre-processing 

OPM-MEG: OPM-MEG data were using a 4th order, two-pass But-

erworth filter with a pass band of 1 – 40 Hz implemented in Nutmeg

 Dalal et al., 2011 ). To remove bad trials, we first used an automated
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Fig. 3. M agnetic field nulling results – A) Flowchart describing the field nulling process. B) The magnitude of the homogeneous magnetic field (left), and the 

linear field gradients (right) before and after application of the nulling procedure. Solid circles show individual data points and lines show the field trajectories for 

13 subjects. The white circles show mean values across subjects. 
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lgorithm to remove any trials with noise variance greater than three

imes the standard deviation of the variance across all trials. Following

his data were inspected visually and any channels or remaining tri-

ls displaying excessive noise were identified and removed. On average

across subjects) this resulted in the removal of 9 channels, and 4 trials.

omogenous field correction (HFC) ( Tierney et al., 2021a ) was then ap-

lied to remove interference that manifests as a spatially uniform field

 Seymour et al., 2022 ). 

SQUID-MEG: A synthetic third-order gradiometry approach was used

o reduce the effects of external magnetic interference in all SQUID-

EG data. Data were again filtered from 1 – 40 Hz using the same 4th

rder Butterworth bandpass filter. The same procedure to remove bad

hannels/trials resulted in removal of an average of 4 channels, and 1

rial. 

.4.2. Source localisation 

Visual task: Data were further filtered using a narrowband 4th or-

er Butterworth bandpass filter within a 4 Hz range around each of the

timulation frequencies (4, 6 and 8 Hz). The broadband (1 – 40 Hz)

nd narrowband filtered data were then segmented into trials. Source

ocalisation was performed using a linearly constrained minimum vari-

nce (LCMV) beamformer ( Robinson and Vrba, 1998 ). The brain was

ivided into 4 mm cubic voxels. Forward solutions were computed for

very voxel using a single-shell head model based on individual MR

ata and a dipole approximation of neural current ( Nolte, 2003 ). Co-

ariance matrices were generated using the 1 – 40 Hz filtered data

n a time window spanning the whole experiment (excluding bad tri-

ls); this was to ensure the maximum amount of data was used for

ovariance estimation (therefore minimising covariance matrix error

 Brookes et al., 2008 )). The covariance matrix was regularised using

he Tikhonov method with a regularisation parameter equal to 2% of the

aximum eigenvalue ( Brookes et al., 2008 ). The optimised source orien-

ation for each voxel was taken as that with the largest beamformer pro-

ected power ( Sekihara et al., 2004 ). After generating the beamformer

eights for each voxel, a pseudo-t-statistical approach was used to con-

rast narrowband source power between the “on ” window (0 – 2 s rela-
5 
ive to stimulus onset) and “off” window (2 – 4 s). The pseudo-T-statistic

 ) was calculated as, 

(1) 

here 𝒘 𝜃 are the beamformer weights tuned to the location/orientation

, and 𝑪 𝑂𝑁 

and 𝑪 𝑂𝐹𝐹 are the data covariance matrices computed during

he “on ” and “off” windows, respectively. Separate pseudo-T-statistical

mages were constructed independently for the 4 Hz, 6 Hz and 8 Hz

timuli. In each case we assessed the spatial signature of power changes

t the fundamental frequency of stimulation. Voxels of interest in the vi-

ual cortex were selected based on the pseudo-T-statistical images, and

 timecourse of the evolution of electrophysiological activity at these

ocations reconstructed (termed a ‘virtual electrode’ (VE)). The VE time

ourse for each trial type was normalised (to give unit standard devia-

ion) and averaged across trials. (The normalisation was to ensure that

 single subject couldn’t dominate a group average). The Fourier Trans-

orm was then computed (for the “on ”- and “off”-windows separately).

pectra were then averaged over individuals. Note that this procedure

as applied identically for the OPM- and the SQUID-MEG data. 

2-back task: Data were filtered to the theta band (4 – 8 Hz) us-

ng a 4th order Butterworth bandpass filter and segmented into trials.

ource localisation was performed using the same beamformer and for-

ard model described above. Covariance matrices were generated us-

ng theta-band data in a time window spanning the whole experiment

excluding bad trials) and were regularised again using the Tikhonov

ethod with a regularisation parameter of 2% of the maximum eigen-

alue. A pseudo-t-statistical approach, as described in Eq. (1) , was used

o contrast theta band source power in the “on ”- (5 – 20 s relative to

rial onset) and “off” (24 – 39 s) contrast windows, producing volumet-

ic images (again with 4 mm isotropic resolution) showing the spatial

ignature of the change in theta band power for each participant. The

oxel in the frontal lobes with the peak pseudo-t-statistic for each par-
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icipant was selected and a VE time course was extracted. VE data were

rocessed in 2 ways: first, a Hilbert transform was computed, and the

bsolute value of the resulting analytic signal was used to generate the

mplitude envelope (or “Hilbert envelope ”) of theta activity. This was

hen averaged across trials; the baseline (computed as the mean of the

nvelope in the “off” window) was subtracted and the result divided

y baseline amplitude to give a metric showing relative change in theta

mplitude. The trial-averaged envelopes were then averaged across sub-

ects. Second, the VE data were segmented into task (0 – 20 s relative

o trial onset) and rest (20 – 40 s) windows, and a spectral amplitude

stimate was derived using Welch’s overlapping segment averaging ap-

roach (with overlaps of 10 s). This method was applied to each trial

eparately, with results averaged over trials and participants. The empty

oom noise recording was also projected through the same beamformer

eights that were derived for the 2-back data, and a spectral amplitude

stimate was derived. This allowed for a direct comparison of spectral

mplitude during task and rest, relative to sensor noise and background

nterference (excluding interference from the body (e.g. Magnetocardio-

ram) and movement artefact). 

.4.3. Statistical analyses 

The SNR was quantified for both tasks. In the visual task, SNR was

efined as the amplitude of the spectral peak at the fundamental fre-

uency (4 Hz, 6 Hz or 8 Hz) when the stimulus was on, divided by the

verage spectral amplitude in a 4 Hz window centred on the fundamen-

al frequency when the stimulus was off. For the 2-back task, SNR was

efined as the difference in the mean Hilbert amplitude between task

erformance (0 – 20 s relative to trial onset) and rest (20 – 40 s), di-

ided by the standard deviation of the signal at rest. In both cases, SNR

alculations were carried out at the individual and group level. 

For the 2-back task, we expected significant inter-individual differ-

nces in both the amplitude and the spatial signature of the theta re-

ponse ( Brookes et al., 2010 ). Such differences would masque a tradi-

ional comparison of the two systems (involving group averaging) by

ncreasing standard deviation across participants. However, we also ex-

ected that individual traits would be maintained between the two sys-

ems (i.e. a subject who had a high theta response in OPM-MEG would

ave a similarly high theta response in SQUID-MEG) ( da Silva Castan-

eira et al., 2021 ). To test this, we carried out two separate analyses.

irst, we measured SNR at the individual subject level and plotted SNR

n the SQUID system versus SNR in the OPM system. We expected this

elationship to be dominated by individual differences, and therefore be

pproximately linear. Further we expected that the slope of a linear fit

ould tell us which system had the highest SNR (i.e. a slope of 1 would

ndicate parity between the systems). Second, we compared the spa-

ial signatures of the pseudo-T-statistical images. Specifically, we mea-

ured spatial correlation (a Pearson correlation coefficient between the

ectorised pseudo-T-statistical images) between all possible functional

mage pairs. With 14 subjects scanned in OPM-MEG and SQUID-MEG

here are 14 2 ( = 196) possible combinations, of which 14 are within

ubject, and 182 between subject. We expected that the within-subject

orrelation values would be significantly higher than between-subject

orrelations. To test this statistically, we used a Monte Carlo method.

f the 196 correlation values, we randomly switched which 14 values

ere chosen as the within-subject correlations; doing this for 100,000

terations enabled construction of an empirical null distribution and al-

owed us to estimate whether the real difference between within and

etween-subject correlations could have occurred by chance. 

Finally, we were interested to see whether either the use of HFC

 Tierney et al., 2021a ) or the use of a triaxial array ( Brookes et al., 2021 )

ould affect the theta band signal-to-noise ratio. The above analysis was

herefore repeated for 1) triaxial data with no HFC, 2) radial-only data

ith HFC and 3) radial-only data without HFC. Once again SNR was

uantified (as above) and we explored the extent to which both array

esign (triaxial) and post processing, impacted the performance of our

PM system. 
6 
. Results 

.1. Magnetic field nulling 

Figure 3 B shows the effect of magnetic field nulling. The plot on

he left shows the magnitude of the spatially homogeneous components

f the magnetic field inside the MSE. The plot on the right shows the

agnitude of the linear field gradients. Both are shown before (blue)

nd after (orange) application of the nulling procedure. The individ-

al markers show the fields/gradients for 13 of the subjects (individual

ubjects are connected by the grey lines) (unfortunately motion tracking

ata were unavailable for one subject). Importantly, in the case before

ulling ( “Null iteration 1 ″ ) initial voltages had been applied to the coil

ircuits to reduce the field in the room, based on measurements from

revious studies ( Rea et al., 2022 ). For this reason, the starting field

agnitude ( ∼ 0.9 nT) is lower than the typical ∼3 nT which we would

redict following degaussing. Nevertheless, optimisation via the nulling

rocedure reduced the field to an average of 0.31 ± 0.3 nT, highlighting

he importance of this step in data acquisition. 

.2. Visual experiment 

Figure 4 shows the results of the visual experiment. Panels A and B

how the spatial signatures of changes in oscillatory power. (All pseudo-

-statistical images have been spatially coregistered to the MNI brain

using FLIRT – ( Jenkinson et al., 2002 )) and averaged across subjects

nd frequencies). The result is similar for both systems, with the largest

ffect localising to the left primary visual cortex. This was expected

iven that the visual stimulus was presented in the lower right quad-

ant of the visual field, and maps retinotopically to the cortex. Panels

 – E show power spectral data of VE’s extracted from the peaks in the

seudo-T-statistical images. In all cases, the data during stimulation are

hown; panels C, D, and E, show 4 Hz, 6 Hz, and 8 Hz respectively.

or all three stimulation types, peaks at the fundamental frequency and

ts harmonics are observed. Quantitatively, the peak oscillatory power

hanges for the two systems were separated spatially by 12 mm with

he OPM-MEG appearing slightly anterior. The Pearson correlation co-

fficient between the two (vectorised) pseudo-T statistical images was

.89. The SNR values for the OPM data were 2.0 ± 0.8, 1.7 ± 1.1 and

.8 ± 1.1 for 4 Hz, 6, Hz and 8 Hz respectively. Equivalent values for the

QUID data were 2.3 ± 1.2, 1.8 ± 0.9 and 2.3 ± 1.1. The SNR differences

etween the two systems were not significant ( p < 0.05) according to a

ilcoxon sum-rank test. 

.3. Working memory (2-Back) experiment 

All 14 subjects performed well on the 2-back task. For the OPM data,

ubjects responded correctly to 95 ± 3% of the 2-back targets (mean ±
tandard deviation). The false positive rate (i.e. the percentage of non-

arget letters that were incorrectly identified as being a 2-back match)

as 0.5 ± 0.5%. The average reaction time for correct responses was

.576 ± 0.08 s. For the SQUID data, subjects responded correctly to

5 ± 5% of the targets. The false positive rate was 0.5 ± 0.5% and the

eaction time for correct responses was 0.585 ± 0.10 s. 

Figure 5 A and B show the spatial signatures of the theta band re-

ponse, averaged across subjects and overlaid on the MNI brain (using

LIRT – ( Jenkinson et al., 2002 )). In agreement with expectation, we

bserve a significant increase in the amplitude of theta oscillations that

eaks in the frontal midline. Panel A shows the result for the SQUID mea-

urement and panel B shows the case for OPMs. In both cases the result

s spatially similar with the peak voxels in SQUID and OPM measure-

ents separated by 13 mm. The Pearson correlation between the two

vectorised) images was 0.73. Fig. 5 C shows timecourses of the Hilbert

nvelope, extracted from the peak locations in the frontal cortex (de-

ived from the pseudo-T-statistical images) and averaged over trials and

articipants. A clear increase in theta amplitude is observed during the
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Fig. 4. Visual experiment – A-B) Pseudo-T-statistical images showing the spatial signature of changes in oscillatory power at the fundamental frequency of stimu- 

lation (note that here 4 Hz, 6 Hz and 8 Hz have been combined). A) shows the case for SQUID MEG, B) shows the case for OPM-MEG. The locations of maximum 

theta change in A and B are separated by 12 mm. C-E) Subject averaged Fourier spectra of from the VE at the individual’s voxel with the peak T-statistic during 

stimulation. C) shows the case for 4 Hz stimulation; D) shows the case for 6 Hz stimulation; E) shows the case for 8 Hz stimulation. In all three cases, SQUID data 

are shown in red and OPM data in blue. Shaded areas show standard deviation across subjects. 
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ask (0–20 s) with strong similarity between MEG systems. The corre-

ation between the SQUID and OPM envelope time courses was 0.76;

he group level SNR of the SQUID and OPM systems was 5.14 and 5.02,

espectively. 

Figure 5 D and E show the spectral amplitude of the SQUID- and

PM-derived virtual electrode data for the task period (red) rest pe-

iod (blue). Empty room recordings are also shown (yellow). Note the

lear elevation in theta amplitude during the task, relative to rest. As

xpected, the spectral amplitude of the empty room OPM recording in-

reases with decreasing frequency; for example the theta band baseline

as 1.22 times higher than the beta band baseline (16.5 fT/ 
√

Hz for

heta compared to 13.6 fT/ 
√

Hz for beta when averaged over all sensors

nd noise realisations). This increase can be seen in the data in Fig. 5 E.

owever, Fig. 5 E also shows that the beamformer projected empty room

pectral amplitude for the OPM system was around 4 times lower than

he spectral amplitude of theta measurements in subjects at rest, sug-

esting that it is not the dominant noise source for theta measurement

 this will be addressed further in our discussion. 

Figure 6 shows results of our 2-back experiment at the individual

ubject level. Fig. 6 A shows SNR for the SQUID system, plotted against

NR for the OPM system. Each data point represents an individual sub-

ect. Pearson correlation showed a significant ( r = 0.86; p = 0.0001) rela-

ionship between the two measurements – i.e. those individuals who had

 strong theta response in OPM-MEG data also tended to have a strong

heta response in SQUID-based measurements. The slope of the line was

.77 ± 0.13, indicating that the SNR of the OPMs was marginally lower

han that of the SQUIDs. However, this was driven to a degree by a sin-

le subject since removing one data point (circled) changed the slope of

he line to 0.85 ± 0.22, while still resulting in a significant relationship

 r = 0.76; p = 0.003). 

Figure 6 B-C show the correlation values between pseudo-T-statistical

mages of change in theta power, for OPM-MEG and SQUID-MEG (i.e.

ach value shows how similar the two images are). In panel B, the ma-
 s  

7 
rix elements show all 196 possible correlation values between all sub-

ects, the diagonal values represent within-subject correlation, whereas

he off-diagonal elements represent between-subject values. Note sub-

ects are ordered according to the SNR of their theta response (aver-

ged across systems) (i.e. subject 1 has the highest SNR; subject 14 the

owest). These same quantities are shown in the bar chart in panel C,

here within-subject correlations are on the left and between-subject

orrelations are on the right (dots represent individual values and the

ars represent the mean). The data show that within-subject correla-

ion (mean 0.65) is significantly higher than between-subject correla-

ion (mean 0.15) (tested using our Monte Carlo method; p = 0.00003).

n support of this, for 12 out of the 14 subjects scanned, when corre-

ating their OPM-derived image with all 14 SQUID-derived images, the

ighest correlation (shown in Fig. 6 B by the red crosses) was with their

wn SQUID data (this analysis is sometimes termed neural fingerprint-

ng ( da Silva Castanheira et al., 2021 ) – with 12/14 subjects correctly

dentified). These results demonstrate that individual variation, mea-

ured via both SNR of the theta band response and its spatial signature

cross the brain, is maintained across two independent MEG recordings

sing very different instrumentation. 

.4. OPM-MEG artefact reduction 

Finally, we explored the extent to which the performance of OPM-

EG was influenced by both the use of a triaxial array (which is known

o have good interference rejection properties ( Brookes et al., 2021 ))

nd homogeneous field correction. Fig. 7 A shows four realisations of

he theta band subject-average response, formulated as instantaneous

NR (i.e. instantaneous oscillatory amplitude divided by the standard

eviation of the signal in the rest (20 s to 40 s) window) and plotted

gainst time. The far-left hand panel shows triaxial data with HFC, the

entre-left panel shows triaxial data without HFC, the centre right panel

hows radial only data with HFC, and the far-right panel shows radial
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Fig. 5. 2-back experiment – A-B) Pseudo-T-statistical images showing the spatial signature of changes in theta band power (images show the average across 

subjects). A) shows the case for SQUID MEG, B) shows the case for OPM-MEG. The voxels with the highest theta change are separated by 13 mm between OPM and 

SQUID systems. C) Hilbert envelopes showing relative change in theta amplitude; the mean across subjects is shown and the shaded areas represent standard error. 

Red shows the SQUID recording, blue shows the OPMs. Stimulus cessation is shown by the dashed grey line. D-E) Subject averaged power spectral density from the 

virtual electrode during the task (red), rest (blue) and from the empty room noise recordings (yellow) for the SQUID measurements (D) and OPM measurements 

(E). The shaded areas for the task and rest windows show the standard error across the 14 participants. The shaded areas for the empty room noise recordings show 

standard deviation across the noise recording duration. 

Fig. 6. I ndividual differences – A) SNR of the theta band response measured in the OPM data, plotted against equivalent SNR measured for the SQUID data. Note 

the significant ( p = 0.0001) linear relationship between the two systems. The red circled data highlights a single participant, whose strong theta response somewhat 

reduces the slope. B) Matrix of correlation values showing the spatial relationships between pseudo-T-statistical images of task induced theta change. Crosses indicate 

the highest correlation value within each row. Note crosses fall on the diagonal (i.e. within-subject correlation) for 12 out of 14 subjects). C) The same correlation 

values in (B) but plotted as within and between subject correlations. Dots show individual data points, and the bars represent the mean. The difference was significant 

( p = 0.00003) according to a Monte Carlo based statistical test. 

8 
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Fig. 7. The effect of triaxial array design and homogeneous field correction – A) Subject averaged instantaneous SNR of both the OPM (coloured) and SQUID 

(black) theta band responses plotted against time. B) OPM derived plotted against SQUID derived instantaneous SNR. In both A and B, the 4 columns show triaxial 

data with HFC (far-left) triaxial data with no HFC (centre-left), radial data with HFC (centre-right) radial data with no HFC (far-right). C) SNR values from individual 

subjects; SQUID plotted against OPMs (i.e. equivalent to Fig. 6 A). Order of columns as above. D) The line fits to the mean for the task and rest windows from the 

data in (B) overlaid. The slope of the line represents the relationship between SQUID and OPM instantaneous SNR values. E) the lines from C overlaid. Notice in 

both D and E that the slope of the line is diminished by removing tangential axes, and by removing HFC. 
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ata without HFC. In all cases the coloured line shows OPM-MEG SNR,

nd the black line shows SQUID-MEG SNR (which is identical for all four

lots and shown only for comparison). Fig. 7 B shows the same data, but

ith the OPM SNR plotted against SQUID values. Here the slope of the

ine (which passes through the mean in the task and rest windows) is a

epresentation of how OPM-SNR compares to SQUID SNR, at the group

evel. A slope of unity would indicate parity between the two systems.
9 
he four lines are overlaid in panel D. For triaxial data with HFC, the

lope is 1.17, however, this drops to a value of 0.95 with no HFC; 0.86

or the radial-only recording (with HFC) and 0.85 when using radial

ecording and no HFC. 

Figure 7 C and E show a similar analysis, performed at the individ-

al subject level. Fig. 7 C shows individual subject SNR for OPM-MEG

lotted against SQUID MEG. This is equivalent to Fig. 6 A but here four
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ealisations are shown – from left to right: triaxial data with HFC, tri-

xial data without HFC, radial data with HFC and radial data without

FC. Here the slope of the line indicates how OPM-MEG SNR compares

o SQUID-MEG SNR at the individual level. The lines are overlaid in

anel E. In agreement with the group average data, there is a marked

ffect of OPM-MEG performance, with a slope of 0.77 ± 0.13 for triax-

al data with HFC, falling to 0.67 ± 0.16 with no HFC; to 0.66 ± 0.19

ith radial only recording (with HFC) and to 0.59 ± 0.12 when using

adial recording and no HFC. These effects show that both the use of

riaxial sensing and homogeneous field correction influence the quality

f OPM-MEG reconstructions. 

. Discussion 

The measurement of low frequency neural oscillations is a significant

hallenge for wearable OPM-MEG due to increased noise/interference.

evertheless, here we have shown that oscillations in the theta band

an be measured reliably in unconstrained subjects using a 174 chan-

el triaxial OPM-MEG system. We measured visual steady state evoked

esponses at 4 Hz, 6 Hz and 8 Hz, at a SNR that was not significantly

ifferent to a SQUID-based system (with 275 channels). Similarly, we

easured task-induced increases in frontal midline theta oscillations

uring a 2-back working memory task, again with comparable SNR at

he group level. Analysis of our working memory task at the individ-

al level showed striking relationships between results acquired using

he two different systems. Specifically, we showed a significant (linear)

elationship between individual SNR values. Further, when measuring

he consistency of the spatial signature of task-induced theta increases,

ithin-subject correlation (0.65) was significantly higher than between-

ubject correlation (0.15) – meaning that both signal amplitude and

patial signature of theta change were maintained across the two in-

ependent recordings with very different scanner architecture. Finally,

e showed that —whilst OPM-MEG could be used to characterise theta

scillations —SNR was dependant on both array design and HFC. 

We had hypothesised that characterisation of low frequency activ-

ty would be difficult in wearable MEG for several reasons. Firstly, the

nternally generated noise inherent to the OPM sensor increases with de-

reasing frequency. Secondly, whilst environmental fields are shielded

y the MSE, such shielding becomes more difficult as frequency de-

reases. Here, both the inherent sensor noise and low frequency envi-

onmental interference was assessed using our empty room recordings.

pectral analysis showed that, as expected, noise amplitude increases

ith decreasing frequency; however, Fig. 5 E also showed that the beam-

ormer projected empty room spectral amplitude was around 4 times

ower when compared to the spectral amplitude of theta measurements

n subjects at rest. It therefore follows that neither the low frequency in-

erference nor the inherent sensor noise, both of which will be present

n the empty room noise recording, is the dominant source of variance

n the resting theta band signal. [As a side note, comparing Fig. 5 D and

, we also point out that (as expected) the noise floor of a SQUID in the

heta band remains lower than that of an OPM]. 

A third source of low frequency interference is movement. Any mo-

ion of the OPM array within a static background field manifests as a

ynamic signal; if the background field is large this will contribute to

he overall low frequency noise floor and could obfuscate neuromag-

etic fields. Because movement is ‘slow’, such interference manifests at

ow frequency and hence we assumed it would be problematic for theta

easurement. We attenuated movement artefacts at source by gener-

ting a background field as close to zero as possible. The background

eld was reduced to 0.31 ± 0.3 nT – a factor of ∼10 better than we typi-

ally observe inside the MSE with no field nulling applied and ∼160,000

imes lower than the Earth’s static field. This demonstrates the criti-

al importance of field nulling; without the use of bi-planar coils the

ovement artefacts would have been 10 times larger – a rotation of

ust 1° would generate a field shift of 52 pT (much larger than brain

ctivity), and a 90° rotation would be sufficient to render our OPMs
10 
noperable. Following our nulling procedure, even a full head rotation

ould maintain a total field shift of < 1 nT, meaning OPMs remain op-

rational, and small rotations would generate artefacts of just a few pT.

n the results presented (e.g. Fig. 5 ) we can’t isolate and quantify the

ffect of movement, and so its contribution to the overall noise floor

s unknown. However, the similarity of the OPM and SQUID measure-

ents shows that any movement artefact present in the data (follow-

ng nulling) is not large enough to obfuscate signals from the neural

ources. 

There are also other sources of low frequency interference due to the

resence of the participant, including magnetic fields from the heart,

uscles, and eyes – all of which are larger than brain activity. In addi-

ion, fields from brain areas that are of no interest to the task (sometimes

eferred to as “brain noise ”) will also generate theta band interference.

t follows that these sources, in some combination, provide the domi-

ant source of variance in the theta-band noise floor. This is likely true

or both the SQUID and OPM measures and so explains the similarity

n SNR across the two systems. For the OPM-recording, we used a com-

ination of HFC and beamforming to reduce the effects of such fields;

FC reduces fields that are uniform across the sensor array; meaning

ainly fields from distant sources (e.g. the heart) ( Tierney et al., 2022 ).

eamforming is a spatial filtering technique that helps to remove fields

hat originate anywhere other than the brain region being probed. The

erformance of both techniques is known to be significantly enhanced

y the use of a triaxial array ( Brookes et al., 2021 ; Tierney et al., 2022 ).

he utility of these techniques was shown in Fig. 7 , where SNR was im-

roved by HFC. In addition, the use of triaxial (rather than conventional

adial) sensors also improved SNR. To a degree, this latter finding is con-

ounded because the comparison also involves changing the total sensor

ount. Nevertheless, our raw theta band measurements are clearly af-

ected by residual fields, which originate outside the brain and are likely

aused by a combination of movement and biological fields of no inter-

st. Thus, for future studies of low frequency oscillations in OPM-MEG,

ost-processing to attenuate such fields should be considered essential. 

Our primary result showed that theta band oscillations were well

haracterised by both OPM and SQUID-based MEG systems. Plots of

PM-MEG versus SQUID SNR showed an approximately linear relation-

hip. This was expected due to the known variation in the theta response

cross individuals, which we expected to be maintained across scanners

because all our subjects were adults, there wasn’t a large variation in

ead size and consequently we didn’t expect this SNR relationship to be

ominated by the inverse square law). Our results in Fig. 7 showed that

PMs demonstrated marginally higher SNR at the group level (a fac-

or of 1.17) and marginally lower SNR in at the individual subject level

a factor of 0.77). Whilst potentially interesting, we stress that both of

hese metrics are susceptible to error and the subject group is relatively

mall. 

Individual differences between subjects (both signal amplitude and

patial specificity) were consistently captured across both systems, de-

pite acquisitions being (on average) 19 days apart. This is a small sub-

ect group, with just two repeat measures per participant and therefore

his “neural fingerprinting ” result should be treated with some caution.

evertheless it provides some validation that our OPM-MEG system can

ndeed capture individual variance in a theta response. Variance be-

ween individuals is often treated as “noise ” in neuroimaging studies,

owever these results add weight to an argument that between sub-

ect differences represent valuable sources of variance which should be

roperly modelled. More importantly, the strength of theta oscillations

rovides an important metric: frontal midline theta is induced by tasks

ith high cognitive demand and therefore a useful marker of healthy

rain function; abnormally high theta oscillations can be a sign of corti-

al slowing – which itself denotes neurological problems – for example

ementia ( Prichep et al., 2006 ; Vecchio et al., 2014 ), and concussion

 Lee and Huang, 2014 ); higher amplitude theta waves are observed in

hildren and their reduction with age is a marker of neurodevelopment

 Hunt et al., 2019 ). For this reason, the ability to accurately measure
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B  
nd characterise theta waves in individual subjects (and their variation

cross subjects) is an important property for any MEG system. Here we

rovide a benchmark showing that our 174-channel triaxial array de-

ign is, at minimum, capable of matching conventional SQUID-based

nstrumentation in characterising theta activity. 

Finally, there are several limitations in the current study which

hould be addressed. We focussed on theta waves, with the lowest fre-

uency at 4 Hz. This was for two reasons: first, the importance of theta

aves in neuroscientific paediatric and clinical applications and second,

he fact that theta oscillations are relatively easy to evoke in a repeat-

ble and well-controlled manner. Nevertheless, oscillations below 4 Hz,

.g. delta waves, exist and are important biological markers. They are

hallenging to evoke in a controlled manner, being most prevalent dur-

ng sleep, and in patients with e.g. concussion ( Lee and Huang, 2014 ).

evertheless, future studies should aim to generate similar OPM/SQUID

omparisons for these lower frequencies, though this would likely in-

olve a redesign of the OPM helmet to facilitate comfortable sleep. 

There are also technical limitations of our current implementation

f OPM-MEG: Perhaps the most obvious is channel count – here we con-

rast 174 OPM channels to 275 SQUID channels. Channel count is impor-

ant both for signal acquisition (at the simplest level, the more channels

ou can average over, the better the SNR you will get) and for differ-

ntiating between signals from different brain regions. Our OPM-MEG

ystem allowed triaxial measurement – this offers significant advantages

n terms of differentiating brain signal from external interference, but

lso some disadvantages because the measured tangential components

f the magnetic field are smaller in amplitude than the radial compo-

ents. The result is that the total signal (summed over channels) will

e higher for the 275 SQUID-based radial channels compared to the

74 triaxial OPM channels. With this in mind, the fact that we approxi-

ately achieve parity between systems is compelling. Nevertheless, ex-

ension to higher channel counts, where one can reap the advantages

f triaxial sensing whilst also optimising overall signal amplitude is an

xtremely important step forward. An additional advantage of a triax-

al sensor array is that it is robust to cross-talk ( Boto et al., 2022 ), so

ensors can be placed in close proximity without interference. There is

herefore no fundamental limit on how close sensors can be, and future

ork should aim to construct higher density arrays which would im-

rove spatial resolution and decrease brain noise. Aside from channel

ount, our field nulling techniques, whilst successful, still left a resid-

al field of 310 pT and even in this low field, small rotations of the

ead could cause artefacts which are similar in magnitude to neural

ignals. At the time of writing, it is not clear what the limit on field

ulling is – in principle it should be limited only by the extent to which

e are able to prevent the field from changing during an experiment

around 0.13 nT ( Holmes et al., 2019 )), however small errors in head

racking, and potentially cable interactions between OPMs, are thought

o affect the accuracy of modelling and therefore the extent to which

e can null the background field. This said, there are no fundamental

easons why these techniques cannot be made more accurate, and thus

he background field could be driven even lower. The noise level of the

PMs themselves remains higher than that of a SQUID. As pointed out

bove, it is unlikely that this represents the dominant form of noise for

he measurements shown. Nevertheless further work to increase laser

ower and remove magnetic components from OPMs will be critical to

riving the noise levels down closer to that of SQUIDs, which will help

o improve SNR, particularly at low frequency. Finally, when modelling

EG data we require a forward model that provides an accurate reflec-

ion of magnetic fields at all of the MEG channels. Here we have used

 single shell model ( Nolte, 2003 ), which proved adequate. However, it

s well known ( Iivanainen et al., 2017 ) that the tangential components

f magnetic field are more affected by volume currents than the radial

omponents. It therefore follows that, as we move towards triaxial OPM

ystems, results could potentially be improved via the use of models –

.g. more complex boundary or finite element methods ( Stenroos et al.,

007 ) that better account for volume currents. 
11 
. Conclusion 

The accurate measurement and characterisation of theta band neural

scillations is a critical requirement for any viable MEG system, with ap-

lications ranging from neurodevelopment to dementia. However, such

haracterisation poses a significant challenge in wearable OPM-MEG

ystems due to higher levels of inherent sensor noise, magnetic interfer-

nce (which is harder to shield at low frequency) and movement arte-

act in a static background magnetic field. Here we have shown that our

74-channel triaxial system can capture theta oscillations with similar

ccuracy to that of SQUID-based MEG. Further, we showed that indi-

idual differences between participants – including the amplitude and

patial signature of induced frontal-midline theta responses – are main-

ained across systems. Our results therefore demonstrate the viability

f a triaxial wearable OPM array to measure theta oscillations and add

eight to the argument that OPMs can replace cryogenic sensors as the

undamental building block of MEG systems in the near future. 
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